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To cut (, Zuluon, it nu(ty concern: 
Be it known that I, ALPEIEUS YOUNG, Jr., 

of Worcester, in the county of Worcester, 
State of Massachusetts, have invented a cer 
tain new and useful Improvement in Breast 
pins, of which the following is a description 
sufficiently full, clear, and exact to enable any 
person skilled in the art or science to which 
Said invention appertains to make and use the 
Same, reference being had to the accompany. 
ing drawings, forming part of this specifica 
tion, in which 

Figures 1 and 2 are front elevations showing 
my improved pin. 

Like letters and figures of reference indicate 
corresponding parts in the different figures of 
the drawings. 
My invention relates more especially to that 

class of pins which are used principally for 
ornament and generally known as breast 
pins;’ and it consists in the novel features, 
as hereinafter fully set forth and claimed, the 
object being to produce a simpler, cheaper, and 
otherwise more desirable article of this de 
Scription than is now in ordinary use. 
The nature of the improvement will be 

readily understood by all conversant with such 
matters from the following explanation. 
In the drawings, A represents the body of 

the pin considered as a whole; B, the pin 
proper, and C the catch or hook. 
The body of the pin consists of a single 

piece of wire bent or curved to form letters 
as, for instance, those composing a monogram 
or the Wearer's name. 
One end, i, of the wire is bent sharply at a: 

and extended longitudinally back of the let 
ters in the body to form the pin proper, B, its 

extreme point: being sharpened, so that it will 
more easily penetrate the cloth. The sharp 
bend ac in the wire also subserves as a spring 
hinge for the pin proper. The opposite end, 
f, of the wire is bent or folded back upon itself, 
and the portion so formed is curved upward 
at the rear of the last letter in the pin to form 
the hook or catch C for the pin proper. The 
end f is then extended horizontally across the 
body of the pin beneath the letters, as shown 
in Fig. 1, or curved above and passed through 
the loops of some of the letters, as shown in 
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Fig. 2, the extreme end being then coiled 
around or secured to some portion of the let 
ter nearest the hinge a, the portion f serving 
as a brace to stiffen or impart rigidity to the 
body of the pin. 

It will be understood that one or more let 
ters may be used in the body of the pin, as de 
Scribed. 
Having thus explained my invention, what 

I claim is 
As an improved article of manufacture, a 

breastpin composed of a single piece of wire 
bent or coiled to form a letter or letters and 
a spring-hinge, one end portion of said Wire 
being sharpened at its point and arranged 
horizontally at the rear of the body of the pin 
to form a pin proper, and the opposite end 
portion folded upon itself, and the folded por 
tion bent to form a catch for the pin proper 
and secured to said body outside said catch to 
serve as a brace therefor, substantially as set 
forth. 

ALPHEUS YOUNG, JR. 
Witnesses: 

O. M. SIIAW, 
E. M. SPINNEY. 
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